特色早餐 Signature Breakfast

中式 Chinese Breakfast

皮蛋瘦肉粥
Salted pork and century egg congee

豉油皇炒米粉
Fried noodles with bean sprout in superior soy sauce

瑶柱鲜虾粥
Steamed shrimp dumplings with baby spinach, conpoy and crab meat

MOP 170

西式 International Breakfast

出爐輕包
Your choice of any three freshly baked items croissant, Danish, muffin or brioche with toast

荷葉蛋
Two organic eggs
Your choice of fried, scrambled, poached or boiled with smoked bacon, pork sausage, roasted tomato and hash brown

燕麥麥片
Your choice of all-bran, corn flakes, granola or Special K with whole milk or skimmed milk

時令鮮果盤
Seasonal fresh fruit platter

MOP 170

健康早餐 Healthy Breakfast

自選有機蛋白蛋
Your choice of organic egg white omelet or scrambled egg white with tomato asparagus and sautéed mushroom

麥穀麥片
Your choice of all-bran, corn flakes, granola or Special K with whole milk or skimmed milk

全脂乳酪 or 低脂乳酪
Plain or low fat yogurt

時令鮮果盤
Seasonal fresh fruit platter

MOP 170

所有套餐均包含咖啡或茶 All the breakfast set includes coffee or tea

精美早餐 A LA CARTE

有機雙蛋
Your choice of fried, scrambled, poached or boiled with smoked bacon, pork sausage, roasted tomato, hash brown and toast

有機蛋蛋包 or 蛋白蛋包
Your choice of bacon, smoked salmon, onion, bell peppers, spinach, mushroom, Cheddar cheese or Swiss cheese, with roasted tomato, hash brown and toast

蛋包漢堡
Poached eggs, toasted English muffin, smoked ham, Hollandaise sauce, roasted tomato and hash brown

法式西多士
Brioche French toast

美式香腸
Fluffy buttermilk pancakes with maple syrup and fresh seasonal berries

燕麥片
Bircher muesli

燕麥燕麥片水果、堅果、蛋奶及乳酪
Organic oats, fruit, nuts, honey and yogurt

燕麥燕麥片黑糖及黃糖
Wholemeal toast, nine grain toast, white toast, rye toast, croissants, chocolate muffins, brioche, Danish pastries

時令鮮果盤
Seasonal fresh fruit platter

MOP 110

MOP 110

MOP 130

MOP 100

MOP 100

MOP 80

MOP 70

MOP 50

MOP 100

所有項目另加10%服務費 All prices are subject to 10% service charge.
**Soups**

- 汤底菜花粥底粥 (每位)  
  Double-boiled silky fowl soup
  with scordon asparagus mushroom
  and shiitake mushroom (per person)
  
  130 MOP

- 酢菜醒芝菇粥 (每位)  
  Double-boiled reishi mushrooms
  and assorted mushroom soup (per person)
  
  100 MOP

**Congee**

- 鲍鱼粥底粥 (每位)  
  Sliced abalone and chicken congee (per person)
  
  230 MOP

- 生鱼粥底粥 (每位)  
  Dace fish ball with lettuce congee (per person)
  
  80 MOP

- 荷叶粥底粥 (每位)  
  Salted pork and century egg congee (per person)
  
  80 MOP

**Vegetables**

- 竹笙乾佛秋 (每位)  
  Braised bean curd with bamboo pith in oyster sauce (per person)
  
  130 MOP

- 麒麟秋 (每位)  
  Wok-fried Chinese lettuce with yellow bean sauce (per person)
  
  120 MOP

- 薑汁秋 (每位)  
  Wok-fried kale with ginger sauce (per person)
  
  120 MOP

**Soup Noodles**

- 麵條粥底粥 (每位)  
  Udon soup with minced beef and chili paste (per person)
  
  120 MOP

- 柱候干煎粥 (每位)  
  Braised beef brisket and tendon with noodle soup (per person)
  
  80 MOP

- 蟹粉干煎粥 (每位)  
  Shrimp wontons in soup
  with or without noodles (per person)
  
  80 MOP

**Rice and Noodles**

- 醃爆百合一速黄炒河粉 (每位)  
  Wok-fried flat rice noodle
  with sliced beef and lily bulbs in black bean sauce (per person)
  
  140 MOP

- 湯面 (每位)  
  Fried rice, “Yangzhou style” (per person)
  
  120 MOP

- 炒牛 (每位)  
  Fried rice with minced beef
  and chopped lettuce (per person)
  
  120 MOP

**Dim Sum**

- 素蚝馅 (每位)  
  Steamed shrimp dumplings
  with bamboo shoot (per person)
  
  70 MOP

- 桂花蒸饺 (每位)  
  Steamed pork dumplings
  with crab coral (per person)
  
  60 MOP

- 素春卷 (每位)  
  Steamed barbecued iberico pork buns (per person)
  
  50 MOP

- 雪菜蒸面 (每位)  
  Deep-fried assorted mushroom
  and spring rolls (per person)
  
  50 MOP

- 素煎酿面 (每位)  
  Steamed chicken feet with spicy sauce (per person)
  
  50 MOP

- 香煎云吞 (每位)  
  Steamed rice crepe filled
  with mushroom and barbecued pork (per person)
  
  50 MOP

**Steamed Rice Crepe**

- 金线圆云吞 (每位)  
  Steamed rice crepe filled
  with shrimp and crispy spring roll (per person)
  
  60 MOP

- 原隻虾云吞 (每位)  
  Steamed rice crepe filled
  with shrimp (per person)
  
  60 MOP

- 北菇云吞 (每位)  
  Steamed rice crepe filled
  with mushroom and barbecued pork (per person)
  
  50 MOP